Faculty Publications (2003-2006)

College of Arts and Sciences


---. Editor, Special Issue on Nonfiction Narrative of *Storytelling* 5 (2) 2006. Contributors include: Wendy Ryden, Elisabeth Wennö, Elaine Lux, Vivian Nun Halloran, Gavin Burke, Michael R. Dressman, Philip Dubuisson Castille, and Dan Jones.

---. “Introduction” to Special Issue of *Storytelling* 5 (2) 2006: 61-64.


**Farrokh, Faridoun.** "Ahmad Kasravi: The Icon and Iconoclast," *Iran Nameh*, 20 (1) 2003 [Persian].


---. “Some Results on Summability of Random Variables,” *Journal of Integer Sequence* Vol 7 (04.3.4): 1-16.


**Krueger, Janet.** *Lesser Gods of South Texas*, series of paintings.


---. Six Large Scale Paintings, oil on canvas on panel, 7'6"X10'6" Valero Energy, San Antonio, TX 2004-05.

---. *Nuevo Mythology*, paintings and drawings.


---. *Picnic*, oil on canvas, 60"X54", USAA LIfe, San Antonio, TX 2004.


**Lindberg, Kevin.** “Thomas Heywood’s The Royall King, and the Loyall Subject and the Fall of Robert Devereux, 2nd Earl of Essex.” *Comparative Drama* 39.1 (January 2006).


Thompson, Jerry. *Civil War to the Bloody End: The Life and Times of Major*
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---


---. and Hicks, R.C. “Students’ Communications Media Usage for Competitive Academic Tasks Outside the Classroom Environment”. *Competition Forum*. Article Number 63 (2005): 1-17.


--- "Buying Stuff on the Web: Can Users Correctly Identify Deception in Purchasing Contracts?", *The 5th Annual IS-Core (Pre-ICIS),* 2005 (with N. Kock, H. Islam and J. Carmona.).

--- "Information Overload and National Culture: Assessing Hofstede’s Model Based on Data from Two Countries", *Proceedings of the 10th Annual Western Hemispheric Conference—Development Challenges in the Global Context,* 2005 (with N. Kock, J. Buchanan).


**College of Education**


---. “’Those Who Can’t…’: A Commentary on Teaching For/In/Because of Today,” Research for Educational Reform, 8 (1) 2003: 66-79.


